high quality pure convenience

1/

1/ SCAVOLINI, MOOD
Versatility signed by
Scavolini.
Numerous lacquered variants
and veneered or laminate
wood finishes.
Sample composition cm. 360
equipped with worktop,
extractor hood, oven, fridge, 2
bowl sink, kitchen mixer tap
and 4 burners gas hob.

3/ SCAVOLINI, BALTIMORA
Neo-Classic model, higly
modular. Doors in veneered
wood, open pore lacquered.
Sample composition cm. 360
equipped with worktop,
extractor hood, oven, fridge, 2
bowl sink, kitchen mixer tap
and 4 buners gas hob

2/ KARTELL, MASTERS
Chair signed by Philippe Starck.
Available in various colours
and fully stackable

4/ POLIFORM, SHANGAI
Modular sofa upholstered in
fabric, leather or eco-leather
with brill aluminium base.
Single module

2/

P/ 02

3/

4/

5/

7/

5/ LAGO, AIR
Modular system with tops
and suspended or
floor-placed cabinets.
Lacqered glass fronts,
tops and surfaces in mat
lacquered glass.
Single cabinet module

7/ BUSATTO, GRENOBLE
Modular composition for
living systems in european
cherry tree solid wood.
Available in painted,
lacquered or anqtiqued
withclassical or
contemporary method

6/ KNOLL, SAARINEN
System of tables and coffee tables, round or oval with
black, white or platinum lacqered steel base.
Top in laminate, marble or wood

8/ BUSATTO, ATELIER
Modular system of boiserie
ad bookcase in veneered
wood or lacquered wood.

KNOLL, TULIP
Fixed or swivel small armchair, with white, black or
platinum metal base and fabric or leather upholstered
cushion. Available in chair version too

6/

8/

P/ 03

9/

9/ LA FALEGNAMI, HAVANA
Double bed leaher upholstered,
headboard with capitonné details.
Available with storage box

11/ LA FALEGNAMI, WHITE & MINIMAL
Guardrobe with doors snow white
open pore lacquered

10/ FLOU, NATHALIE
Doble o single bed with removalbe
cover in fabric, leather or
eco-leather

12/ RIMADESIO, DRESS BOLD
Moular walk-in guardrobe with
shelves and storage boxes in
canaletto walnut finished
melamine.
Glass enlighted back panels

10/

P/ 04

11/

12/

13/

15/

13/ KARTELL, SMALL GHOST BUSTER
Polycarbonate small side table.
Design by Philippe Starck

15/ RIMADESIO, GHOST
Leaf or sliding door with natural
aluminium frame.
Transparent, etched, mirrored or
lacquered glasses

14/ MODULNOVA, FILO
Decorating system for bathroom.
Floor-placed or suspended boxes
in veneered or glossy and mat
lacquered wood

16/ KARTELL, BLOOM
Polycarbonate suspension lamp
with flower fall with crystal effect.
Available in both opaque and
transparent colours

14/

16/

P/ 05

KI
/

KITCHENS.

1/

1/ BOFFI, DUEMILAOTTO KITCHEN
Kitchen projected to valorise the use of raw materials.
New woods finished with exclusive treatments, stones for worktops transformed in brand new
solutions, handicraft tiles, new handles integrated in the doors or external. New depths and materials
for snacks tops and worktops.
Sample composition cm. 360 equipped with worktop, extractor hood, oven, fridge, 2 bowl sink, kitchen
mixer tap and 4 burners gas hob
2/4/ BOFFI, XILA ST
Kitchen system characterized by absolute absence of handles, with pressure open for the lower
drawers and for the doors. Featuring shelves boiserie groups projectable resting on the tops or laying
to the wall with complementary use as stocking spaces. Sample composition cm. 360 equipped with
worktops, extractor hood, oven, fridge, 2 bowl sink, kitchen mixer tab and 4 burners gas hob

2/

CU/ 06

3/

3/ BOFFI, DUEMILAOTTO FITTED KITCHEN COLUMNS
The new system of modular columns uses a brand new sliding opening system with double doors sliding one upon
another with auto-braking systems or a composition of leaf swivel doors which hide in the side ghost space.

4/

CU/ 07

5/

5/ VALCUCINE, RICICLANTICA
The innovative and highly technologic project by Riciclantica finds in the nature the main source of inspiration.
A series of knuckles creates a pushing sensation, arousing the feeling of a pulsating life, as the one of thousands of animals or plants.
Sample composition cm. 360 equipped with worktop, extractor hood, oven, fridge, 2 bowl sink, kitchen mixer tap, 4 burners gas hob.

6/ VALCUCINE, ARTEMATICA BY ALESSI
The cooperation between Valcucine and Alessi gives life to a product which aim is to bring in the houses a kitchen space
technically excellent and with an elevated design, following Alessi’s philosophy that, with its products underlies an
emotional and poetic instance

6/

CU/ 08

7/ VALCUCINE,
ARTEMATICA MULTILINE
High technology, formal
simplicity and linear
essentiality are the main
feature of the Multiline
system. Sample composition cm. 360 equipped with
worktop, extractor hood,
oven, fridge, 2 bowl sink,
kitchen mixer tap and 4
burners gas hob
8/ VALCUCINE,
ARTEMATICA VITRUM
Artematica’s door is the
first kitchen door in the
world with single piece
panel in different finishes
applied upon a steel frame
invisible from the outside.
In this image is represented
the glass version, customizable with decorations from
the catalogue or with
custom drawings. Sample
composition cm. 360
equipped with worktop,
extractor hood, oven,
fridge, 2 bowl sink, kitchen
mixer tap and 4 burners
gas hob

7/

8/

9/
9/ VALCUCINE,
ARTEMATICA NOCE TATTILE
Valcucine, in the spirit of
the formal contemporary
rigidity, has realized the
Noce Tattile kitchen that,
through the materiality of
the wood and the tactile
feeling of the surfaces,
inverts the aseptic tendency
of interior design and opens
a new path for a more
warm and natural design.
Sample composition cm.
360 equipped with worktop,
extractor hood, oven,
fridge, 2 bowl sink, kitchen
mixer tap and 4 burners
gas hob

CU/ 09

10/ VARENNA, MATRIX
The most sophisticated
aesthetic for a kitchen. A
proposal that looks for a
fundamental, primary design,
featuring the absence of handles
and with surfaced defined by the
maximum rigidity. Sample
version cm. 360 equipped with
worktop, extractor hood, oven,
fridge, 2 bowl sink, kitchen
mixer tap and 4 burners gas hob
10/

11/ MODULNOVA, MY KITCHEN
Polymeric door, available in
wave version too. Versatile and
modular Sample version cm.
360 equipped with worktop,
extractor hood, oven, fridge, 2
bowl sink, kitchen mixer tap and
4 burners gas hob

11/

12/ MODULNOVA, TWENTY
The strong compositional lines characterize the Twenty system, exalting the forma choices, while the available
finishes are really many: mat and polished laminates, satin or brilliant lacquering, mat and polished glasses,
different veneered wooden type, kerlite and cement resins. Sample version cm. 360 equipped with worktop,
extractor hood, oven, fridge, 2 bowl sink, kitchen mixer tap and 4 burners gas hob

12/

CU/ 10

13/

13/ SCAVOLINI,TETRIX
Contemporary image for a basic
modularity. A wide colour choice
allows a strong customization.
Sample composition cm. 360
equipped with worktop, extractor
hood, oven, fridge, 2 bowls sink,
kitchen mixer tap and 4 burners gas
hob

14/ VARENNA, TWELVE
Kitchen of absolute essentiality,
define by minimal depth and
horizontal lines and pure surfaces,
that best valorises the main features
of the different materials. Sample
composition cm. 360 equipped with
worktop, extractor hood, oven, fridge,
2 bowls sink, kitchen mixer tap and 4
burners gas hob

14/

15/ SCAVOLINI, MOOD
Versatility signed by Scavolini. Numerous lacquered variants and wooden finishes, veneered or
laminated. Sample composition cm. 360 equipped with worktop, extractor hood, oven, fridge, 2 bowls
sink, kitchen mixer tap and 4 burners gas hob

15/

CU/ 11

BO
/

BOOKCASES.

1/

1/ POLIFORM, SINTESI
Modular system available in different colours, glossy or
mat, matchable to various veneered wood finishes.

2/ RIMADESIO, ABACUS LIVING
Modular system all made in glass

2/

LM/ 12

3/

3/ POLIFORM, SINTESI
Modular system of suspended boxes with leaf door, drawers and
open bookcases in mat lacquered metal

4/ TUMIDEI, L'ALTROGIORNO
Modular system for living space in venereed lacquered wood

5/
4/

5/ PORADA, MEDIACENTRE
Self-supporting system for TV
and Hi-Fi systems

LM/ 13

6/ FIAM, INORI
Modular glass system
6/

7/ LAGO, AIR
System of lacquered
wooden shelves and
glass support

8/ HORM, SENDAI
Bookcase with shlves
covered with glossy
aluminium, structure
made of wooden turned
pieces
7/
8/

LM/ 06

9/
9/ CATTELAN, MOSAICO
Modular bookcase with modules in
white, oyster fine embossed, oyster
mirrored embossed lacquered
wood

10/ POLIFORM, WALL SISTEM
Modular system with structural
elements and shelves finished mat
or glossy lacquered

10/
11/
11/ PORADA, FIRST
Modular walnut bookcase

LM/ 15

12/ PORADA,RIGA
Sideboard with doors in
solid canaletto walnut
wood painted weng or mat
lacquered with a metal
base
12/

13/ POLIFORM, AXIA
Sideboard with oak
structure mat lacquered
with doors 180° swivel.

13/
14/

LM/ 16

14/ PORADA, MASAI
Sideboard with decoration
in solid canaletto walnut
wood and metal base

15/ LEMA, ORTELIA
sideboard with 2 or 4
doors glossy or mat
lacquered
16/ CATTELAN, FIFTY
Modular bookcase in
white or fine
embossed oyster
lacquered wood
15/

16/

17/ CATTELAN, WALLY
Modular bookcase in
white, black or
embossed oyster
lacquered MDF

17/

CASANOVA
Swivel and
adjustable chaise
longue.
Steel base, shell in
wood upholstered
with fabric, leather
or eco-leather

LM/ 17

1/ POLTRONA FRAU, ARCHIBALD
Armchair with tall backrest and pouf
both upholstered with Pelle Frau
leather. Structure and feet finished
gunmetal grey

SB
/

SOFAS&SOFABEDS

1/

4/ CASSINA, DODO
Relax armchair with
adjustable headrest footrest
and backrest. Available
upholstered in fabric or
leather.

5/ POLTRONA FRAU, DON'DO
Rocking chair with structure
in steam-curved solid oak
wood structure finished
antiqued oak and upholstered in Pelle Frau leather
4/
6/ POLTRONA FRAU, DEZZA
Sofa and armchair with
seater and backrest in Pelle
Frau leather and Giò Ponti
Fabric. Foot in white or black
lacquered ash wood

7/

7/ KNOLL, BARCELONA
Armchair, stool and sommier with structure in steel plate
chrome and hand-polished, with thick leather strips and
leather upholstery

DL/ 18

2/ POLTRONA FRAU, ASTER X
Armchair with steel structure gunmetal grey
finished and upholstered with Pelle Frau leather

3/ POLTRONA FRAU, BROOKLIN
Small armchair with steel structure gunmetal
grey finished and cushions upholstered with
Pelle Frau leather, supported by thick leather
strips

2/

3/

5/

6/

8/

8/ CASSINA, LC1
Small armchair with steel
structure finished chrome or mat
black painted. Seater and backrest
upholstere in horse leather or
leather

9/

9/ POLTRONA FRAU, CHESTER
Historical seating collection, composed of pouf,
armchair, 2 or 3 seater sofa all with capitonné
decorations. All pieces are upholstered with
Pelle Frau leather

DL/ 19

10/ FLEXFORM, GROUNDPIECE
Modular sofa upholstered
with fabric or leather, with
armrests upholstered in
fabric or thick leather
10/

11/ MINOTTI, LOVE CHAIR
Large armchair with fabric,
leather or alcantara
upholstered armrests

DL/ 20

11/

12/ POLTRONA FRAU, 1919
Reading armchair with
small plate in walnut.
Upholstered in Pelle Frau
leather, with foot in dark
walnut painted beech
wood

13/ POLTRONA FRAU, VANITY FAIR
Armchair with goose
down padded cushion and
upholstered with Pelle
Frau leather

12/

13/

15/

14/ GERVASONI, GHOST
Armchair with
removable upholstery
and flying pillows

14/

16/

15/ POLIFORM, METROPOLITAN
Sofa upholstered with fabric or
leather, with painted aluminium
base
WALLACE
Armchair with black or white
mat painted steel base and
seater available in different
leather categories
BRASILIA
Round or rectangular coffee
table with structure mat
lacquered or upholstered with
leather, top mat lacquered

17/

16/ CASSINA, ELORO
Sofa with balck painted ash wooden structure,
backrest upholstered with thick leather and seater
upholstered with fabric or leather

17/ POLTRONA FRAU, MASSIMOSISTEMA
Modular sofa with cushions and backrest entirely
upholstered with Pelle Frau leather

DL/ 21

18/ LAGO, AIR
Modular sofa upholstered with fabric, leather
or ecoleather, supported
by transparent glass
supports

18/
19/
19/ MINOTTI, ANDERSEN
3 seater sofa upholstered
with fabric, leather or
alcantara.
20/ MINOTTI, CLYFFORD
Round coffee table with
glass top

DL/ 22

21/ MINOTTI, ANDERSEN
Mdolar sofa with elements
upholstered with fabric,
leather or alcantara

21/
22/

23/

22/ CASSINA, PRIVE'
Leather upholstered sofa with
structure in chrome plated
steel. Design by Philippe
Starck and available in
armchair version too

23/ CAPPELLINI, PROUST
GEOMETRICA
Armchair with solid beech
wooden structure hand-painted with fixed upholstery in
multicolor fabric.
Design by A. Mendini

24/

24/ CAMPEGGI, GO'
Sofa upholstered with fabric,
leather or eco-leather,
available in sofa-bed version
too

25/

25/ CASAMILANO, PILLOPIPE
Modular sofa with structure in solid
fir wood and polyurethane padding.
Available upholstered with fabric or
leather

DL/ 23

WA
/

1/

WARDROBES &CLOSETS.

3/

1/ LA FALEGNAMI
Modular walk-in closet with
panels and drawers in lacquered glass and steel clothes rail

2/ LA FALEGNAMI
Sliding door wardrobe with carved mirror
surfaces and cherry wooden inner side

2/

AC/ 24

3/ RIMADESIO, ABACUS
Walk-in closet made of wall
boiseries in honeycomb wood.
Available in white or cherry wood
lacquered.

4/

4/ POLIFORM, EGO
Modular system of equipment for closets, available wooden
finished with backrest and doors in transparent or etched glass

6/ LA FALEGNAMI, MODULO TV
Collection or wardrobes with sliding doors and with
central module for TV. Doors availabe finished mat
lacquered, open pore lacquered oak, glass and
mirrored.

5/ LA FALEGNAMI, LOFT
wardrobe with sliding
doors lacquered open
pore.
5/

6/

AC/ 25

7/ LEMA, ARMADIO AL CENTIMETRO
System of modular wardrobes, with different types of
doors. Available in veneered wood or lacquered mat or
polished. Doors are also available in lacquered glass or
mirrored glass. Wide range of inner equipment at
choice

7/
8/

10/

9/

9/ POLIFORM, MADISON
Leaf door wardrobe with
carved handle. Available
finished mat open pore
lacquered or in veneered
wood.

AC/ 26

10/ POLIFORM, UBIK
Modular walk-in closet with
glass panels

8/ LA FALEGNAMI
Leaf door wardrobe
with bevelled mirrored
glassdoors

11/

11/ FLOU, 16.32
Collection of wardrobes
highly customizable, with
doors available lacquered, texturized, finished
with glass, mirrored glass
or fabric. Wide choice of
inner equipment

12/
12/ POLIFORM, STRATUS
Modular wardrobe in
carved oak alcquered mat
open pore.

13/

13/ LA FALEGNAMI, LOFT
Sliding door wardrobe.
Door and frame with
panels in decorated glass.

AC/ 27

1/ LA FALEGNAMI, ARIANNA
Bed upholstered in fabric in
the version with storage box

1/
2/ POLIFORM, ARCA
Bed with frame and
headboard upholstered in
fabric, leather or wooden
finished

LE
/

LETTI.

LE/ 28

2/

3/ LA FALEGNAMI, ELLELLE
Bed upholstered with leather from
Trend collection
4/ POLTRONA FRAU,
AURORA 2
Bed upholstered with
Pelle Frau leather

4/
5/ POLTRONA FRAU,
AURORA 1
Bed upholstered with
Pelle Frau leather

5/
6/ POLTRONA FRAU,
LORD
Bed upholstered with
Pelle Frau leather

6/

3/
7/

7/ FLOU, ARGAN
Double bed available both
with and without storage
box. Base and headboard
upholstered with
removable cover in
fabrico, leather or
ecoleather

LE/ 29

8/ POLIFORM, ARCA
Bed with headboard finished in
wenghé, canaletto walnut or
spessart oak wood.
8/

LE/ 30

9/

9/ GERVASONI, GHOST
Padded bed with
removable cover

10/

10/ FLOU, BATO'
Double bed with or without storage box and adjustable main slatted base.
Padded headboard with removable upholstery in leather or eco-leather,
matched frame available finished wengé painted oak, canaletto walnut or
“Style” finish

11/

11/ LA FALEGNAMI,
ELLISSE
Collection of sideboards in veneered ash wood,
open pore lacquered and finished snow white,
milk white, dark oak, and cherry embossed

12/
12/ FLOU, TADAO
Single or double bed, with or without headboard,
featuring main slatted base in veneered wood,
lacquered or “Style” finished in sand, dark grey o
blue colours.

LE/ 31

13/ MINOTTI, ANDERSEN
Fabric, leather or alcantara upholstered bed

13/
14/

14/ BORGHI, SCALINO
Bed with curved headboard wooden
finished or upholstered with leather

LE/ 32

15/ BORGHI, SWING
Chest of 4 drawers with
wooden or bronzed top

Chest of 7 drawers in wood,
with front panels finished in
Pelle Frau leather
15/

16/

17/

17/ BORGHI, SWING
Bed with wooden frame and
hadboard finished in wood or
leather

LE/ 33

2/ GLAS, ATLANTIS
Collection of tables and coffee
tables with crystal tops finished
extralight transparent, satin or
lacquered

KNOLL, TULIP
Swivel or fixed chair
with seating cushion
upholstered with fabric
or leather

1/ CASSINA, LA ROTONDA
Round table with ash
wooden, cherry wooden
or walnut wooden
finished base ant wooden
or crystal top
CASSINA, ZIG ZAG
Chair in natural cherry
wood
1/

2/

3/

5/

CO
/

4/

COMPLEMENTS.

3/ POLIFORM, AIR
Rectangular table mat white cristalplant
finished
5/ CASSINA, EL DOM
Fixed rectangular
table finished Santos
rosewood
CASSINA, EVE
Chair with aluminium
structure anc thick
leather upholstery
CO/ 34

VENUS
Chair with black or white finished plastica
material shell. Painted metal structure. Seater
padded with integral polyurethane or upholstered with leather

6/ CASSINA, BOBOLI
Rectangular or sqare table with
white, black or chrome lacquered
base and top in lacquered wood or
fumé or white crystal, or marble

6/
8/ MAGIS, VANITY CHAIR
Chair in polycarbonate with seating
cushion upholstered with fabric or
leather

CASSINA, PILOTTA
Chair with ash wooden structure and
seater upholstered with leather

8/
7/ GERVASONI, GRAY 32
Table with wooden or porcelain, top
in oak or veneered walnut wood.

7/

GRAY 25
Chair with removable cover

9/

10/

9/ POLIFORM, CONCORDE
Collection of tables with
wooden structure, top in
veneered wood or in
marble Petit Granit, White
Carrara or absolute black.

GRACE
Chair with armrests,
structure in canaletto
walnut or spessart oak,
upholstered with fabric or
leather

12/

13/
13/ HORM, RIPPLES
Table with structure in 5
wooden finishes and top in
extraclear trnsparent
glass.

12/ CATTELAN, DAYTONA
Collection of extensible tables
with steel structure or in
canaletto walnut or wenghé
wood. Top in transparent crystal
CAROL
Chair with steel structure
upholstered with fabric,
leather or eco-leather.
CO/ 35

14/ FIAM, NEUTRA
Rectangular or sqare coffee
table in transparent glass

14/

15/ CATTELAN, THEO
Canaletto walnut coffee
table, availabl in mirrored
glass or fumé glass

FLOS, TACCIA
Table lamp with metal
structure and glass diffuser

16/ PORADA, STRIPES 1/2
Coffee tabl ein lacquered
glass with metal feet

16/
17/ KARTELL, LA MARIE
Chair in polycarbonate,
available in 5 different
colours

15/

17/

CO/ 36

19/
18/ FIAM, CHARLOTTE
Low table in curved
transparent glass with extra
top

19/ CATTELAN, ATOLLO TWIN
Coffee table with fabric base and
top and swivel top in black,
extraclear or white glass
18/
21/

20/

20/ GLAS, SIL 01/02
Low table in shaped glass,
transparent or lacqured

21/ PORADA, PUZZLE 1/2
Rectangular or square top in
oak or canaletto walnut, with
metal feet

CO/ 37

1/ DOIMO, QUICK
Composition with angular
wardrobe and sliding loft bed
with built-in desk. Finished
melaminic or lacquered. Basic
composition with 3 doors
wardrobe, bed, bedside table,
desk and chair

1/
2/

3/

4/

CB
/

CHILDREN’S
BEDROOMS

2/ TUMIDEI, TIRAMOLLA
Composition for children’s room.
Sideboards and shelves lacquered
with angular aluminium junction
and rounded corners. Bed with
curved frame and headboard
upholstered with fabric. Basic
composition with 3 doors wardrobe, bed, bedside table, desk and
chair with bookcase

3/ TUMIDEI, TIRAMOLLA
Composition with loft
structure with square
base. Lacquered
finishings. Basic
composition with 3
doors wardrobe, bed,
bedside table, desk,
chair and bookcase

5/ TUMIDEI, TIRAMOLLA
Composition with shaped bookcases
both suspended and under the desk.
Lacquered finishings. Basic
composition with 3 doors wardrobe,
bed, bedside table, desk and chair
with bookcase
5/

CA/ 38

4/ TUMIDEI,
TIRAMOLLA
Bedroom with sliding
beds and desk,
lacquered finishings.
Basic composition with
3 doors wardrobe, bed,
bedside table, desk,
chair and bookcase

6/ MAGIS, LITTLE FLAIRE
Small table in MDF covered
with white polymeric plate
and “circle” decorations

6/

7/ DOIMO, QUICK
Sliding beds through
wall panels with chest
of drawers and
wardrobe element, all
finished in melaminic
or lacquered. Basic
composition with 3
doors wardrobe, bed,
bedside table, desk
and chair
8/ TUMIDEI, TIRAMOLLA
“Bridge” solution for
sliding doors wardrobe in
metacrylate and overlying
moving bed. Basic
composition with 3 doors
wardrobe, bed, bedisde
table, desk, chair and
bookcase

7/

9/

8/

9/ TUMIDEI, TIRAMOLLA
Storage boxes for wardrobe
under the loft bed, overlying
bed and swivel desk. Basic
composition with 3 doors
wardrobe, bed, bedside
table, desk, chair and
bookcase

10/ TUMIDEI, TIRAMOLLA
Loft structure with desk and
wardrobe, extractable beds.
Lacqured finishings. asic
composition with 3 doors
wardrobe, bed, bedside
table, desk, chair and
bookcase
10/

CA/ 39

11/
11/ TUMIDEI, TIRAMOLLA
Wall bookcase with desk with square metallic feet. Bed
with metal frame and fabric upholstered headboard. Basic
composition with 3 doors wardrobe, bed, bedside table,
desk, chair and bookcase

12/ DOIMO, QUICK
Loft bed with stairs, lower storage space and terminal
desk. Basic composition with 3 doors wardrobe, bed,
bedside table, desk and chair

12/

CA/ 40

13/ DOIMO, QUICK
“Line” model bed detail, lacquered with metal supports.
Built-in desk and bookcase. Basic composition with 3
doors wardrobe, bed, bedside table, desk and chair

13/

14/ TUMIDEI, TIRAMOLLA
Solutions with beds with castors and bridge
wardrobe. Basic composition with 3 doors wardrobe,
bed, bedside table, desk, chair and bookcase

14/

15/ TUMIDEI, TIRAMOLLA

15/

Wardrobe with gym
module, wall system
with bed, desk and
suspended shaped
bookcases. Basic
composition with 3 doors
wardrobe, bed, bedside
table, desk, chair and
bookcase

16/ MAGIS, LADRILLOS
Modular bookcase in
polyethylene bricks

19/

16/
17/

20/
17/ TUMIDEI, TIRAMOLLA
Sliding doors with curved
frames and wardrobe with
bridge module with sliding
doors. Basic composition
with 3 doors wardrobe, bed,
bedside table, desk, chair
and bookcase

18/ DOIMO, QUICK
Detail of the desk under the
sliding bed. Basic composition
with 3 doors wardrobe, bed,
bedside table, desk, chair and
bookcase

18/

19/ TUMIDEI, TIRAMOLLA
Wardrobe with sliding door
and bookcase with swivel
desk with round feet
Basic composition with 3
doors wardrobe, bed,
bedside table, desk, chair
and bookcase

20/ DOIMO, QUICK
Complete composition with
angular walk-in closet,
desk space with bridge
bookcase and overlying
beds placed on storage
boxes. Basic composition
with 3 doors wardrobe,
bed, bedside table, desk,
chair and bookcase

CA/ 41

CL
/

CLASSIC.

1/

1/ ZAPPALORTO, 1930 MERINGA
The art decò comes into Zappalorto’ s ideal kitchen. Elegant, contemporary but “aged”, the
kitchen 1930 mathces together the fine materials and the handicraft art, original inventions as the
doors and the new wooden structure.
Sample composition cm. 360 equipped with worktop, extractor hood, fridge, oven, 2 bowls sink,
kitchen mixer tap and 4 burners gas hob.

2/ ZAPPALORTO, TORRE DI TOSCANA ARGENTO
Bases and columns in 18mm strips wood with external side in larch veneered wood, available in 8
different colours.
Sample composition cm. 360 equipped with worktop, extractor hood, fridge, oven, 2 bowls sink,
kitchen mixer tap and 4 burners gas hob.

2/

CL/ 42

3/ BUSATTO, PETRA
A new vision of the classic style to
conceive a new phylosophy of the
space. Available in numerous
finishes. Okite top. Sample
composition cm. 360 equipped
with worktop, ove, fridge, kitchen
mixer tap, extractor hood, 4
burners gas hob.
4/ GRANGE, LOUIS PHILIPPE
Round table diameter cm. 117 or
140 in french solid cherry tree
wood, available in different
finishes, single or mixed.
Low sideboard with 2 doors and 2
dreawers in solid french cherry
tree wood, available in different
finishes, single or mixed.
3/
4/

6/

5/ ZAPPALORTO, SAVINA, BIANCO ANTICO
Kitchen in false brickwork, doors and equipments in solid
chestnut wood. The quartze used for brickwall effect are
composed of natural materials such as quartz and marble
powder.
Sample composition cm. 360 equipped with worktop, ove,
fridge, kitchen mixer tap, extractor hood, 4 burners gas hob.

6/ SCAVOLINI, BALTIMORA
Neo classic model highly customizable. Veneered wooden
door lacquered open pore. Avaialable in decorCeramica and
decorArt version too.
Sample composition cm. 360 equipped with worktop, ove,
fridge, kitchen mixer tap, extractor hood, 4 burners gas hob.

5/

7/

7/ GRANGE, LUBERON
Square or rectangular extensible table in
solid oak wood or finished ivory colour
CL/ 43

8/ GRANGE, DIRECTOIRE
Modular elements
system available in three
different syles with glass
and wooden doors
POMPADOUR
collection of coffee tables
available in single or
mixed finishes

BENTLEY
3 or 4 seater sofas with a
solid wooden structure
and leather or fabric
upholstery
CABRIOLET LOUIS XV
Armchair in painted
beech wood, padded and
upholsteres with fabric
8/

9/
9/ BUSATTO, TRAVERSE
live space sideboard
octagonal extensible table
chair with solid wooden
structure and fabric
upholstery

CL/ 44

10/ ANNIBALE COLOMBO
Cherry tree wooden table with
carved top in walnut and
polished brass or nikel brass

Chair in solid cherry tree
wood and walnut wood

11/ G RANGE, PROVENCAL
Coffee table in solid wood with
drawer and extensible top,
available finished basswood,
beech wood or mahogany
wood.
Armchair with wooden
structure and fabric
upholstery

SALISBURY
Chaise longue with or
without capitonné
decoration, upholstered
with fabric or leather
10/

12/ BUSATTO, GRENOBLE
Collection of bookcases and shelving units in solid european cherry tree
wood and ash wood decorations. Available in Busatto single finishes or
in mixed finishes
C0231
Padded armchair with beech wooden structure and fabric or leather
upholstery.

11/

12/

CL/ 45

13/ ANNIBALE COLOMBO
Imperial style toilette with
carved top and mirror with
solid wooden frame
handicraft

14/ ANNIBALE COLOMBO
LUIGI XIV bed in cherry wood, with
capitonné decorated headboard and
polychrome carved decorations.
Upholstered with fabric and
equipped with slatted base
Small bench with solid cherry
wooden feet upholstered with fabric
Chest of drawers LUIGI XIV with
polychrome carved decorations, high
quality Cantù crafted decorations
Bedside table LUIGI XIV with carved
polychrome decorations
13/
14/

CL/ 46

15/

17/

15/ MOBILNUOVA, SOLEIL
4 doors wardrobe available in different finishes

17/ MOBILNUOVA, ACCADEMIA
System of 4 or 8 doors wardrobes
Lacquered or antiqued finishes

16/ GRANGE, DIRECTOIRE
Bed with low feetboard
Chest of 6 drawers in solid cherry wood
3 drawers bedside table in solid cherry wood
Coffee table in solid cherry wood
Wall mirror with solid cherry wooden frame

18/ BUSATTO, MILANO
System of wardrobes and walk-in closets with
an honeycomb structure cherry wood or
lacquered finished

ADONIS
Solid wooden armchair upholstered with fabric
16/

18/

19/

19/ GRANGE, CONSULAT
Double bed in solid cherry
wood available in all
Grange colours and
finishes

20/ GRANGE, PROVENCE
Solid wooden chair
upholstered with fabric

SCRIBAN LOUIS XV
Chest or drawers with
flap door in solid
cherry wood available
in different finishes

20/

CL/ 47

21/ DE BAGGIS
Composition with 4 doors wardrobe finished natural wood or
patinated painted.
Padded bed with moulded headboard and fabric upholstery
Composition with desk and bookcases finished natural wood or
lacquered
Chest or 3 drawers with shaped feet natural wood finished or
lacquered
Solid wooden chair available in different finishes
21/
22/

22/ DE BAGGIS, JUNIOR
Single bed with hearth or crown
decoration

23/

23/ MOBILNUOVA, ICARO
Modular wardrobe available in honeycomb finishes with
patinated door

3 doors wardrobe with drawers
JUNIOR
Sideboard with curtains and
drawers available in different
finishes

24/ DE BAGGIS
Toilette-desk in solid wood
available in different finishes
Swivel armchair in solid wood
availabl ein different finishes
4 doors modular wardrobe in solid
wood availabl in different finishes
4 shelves bookcase element in solid
wood available in different finishes
Bed with headboard and feetboard
in solid wood available in different
finishes

CL/ 48

Desk composition with boxes walnut finished, patinated or
lacquered
Modular bridge bookcase walnut finished, patinated or
lacquered

24/

26/ BUSATTO
Floor mirror with cherry wooden frame
Cherry wooden coffee table
Padded armchair with structure in solid
beech wooden, available upholstered
with fabric or leather

Consolle with drawers in
cherry wood or walnut
Rectangular mirror with
carved cherry wooden
frame

25/
27/

26/

Square coffee table
with 1 drawers in
natural cherry wood
or available painted

Cherry wooden
desk with leather
upholstered top
Swivel armchair
with padded
backrest and
upholstered with
fabric or leather

Modular system for
boiseries or
bookcases available
veneered or
lacquered

28/
29/

QUADRO SYSTEM
Collection of
modular units
available
veneered or
lacquered

30/
30/ GRANGE, JOSEPH GRANGE
Desk with 3 drawers in solid cherry
wood
Chair upholstered with fabric with
backrest in Vienna straw

CL/ 49

1/ MODULNOVA, TWENTY STONE PEPPER
Single piece cabinet with built-in sink
DOCCIA FILO
Shower tray in tecnorill available in
custom sizes

BD
/

BATHROOMDESIGN

1/

2/

4/

5/

7/

8/

4/ MODULNOVA,
TWENTY KERLITE
Kerlite is an innovative
material more resistant
than stone, but lighter
than aluminium and more
simple to craft. Custom
configuration available

BATH
Bathtub in white finished
tecnocrill
5/ MODULNOVA,
INFINITY
Open cabinets swivel
column available mat or
glossy lacquered or
veneered
TWENTY
Glossy lacquered bases,
conglomerated tops,
buitl-in sinks, shaped
suspended cabinets with
mirrored glass doors
6/ MODULNOVA,
EDGE
Sink cabinet available mat
or glossy lacquered or
veneered, equipped with
sink bowl and mixer tap

7/MODULNOVA, TWENTY EBANO
Top in absolute black and suspended cabinet with
mirrored glass door. Units available in custom sizes
SHOWER BOX
Available in custom sizes in trasparent glass finished
extraclear or fumé; flapping or sliding door.
AB/ 50

3/ MODULNOVA, PLANK
Top for sink cabinet in wood available in custom sizes,
equipped with sink bowl, mixer tap, mirro and lights
INFINITY

2/ MODULNOVA, PLANK XL
Thick leather oak top, Piacentine stone “rock” sink
equipped with mixer tap and mirror
GROOVE
System of suspended cabinets for bathroom
Built-in handle placed on the door

Collection of suspended cabinets available mat or
glossy lacquered, with or without door

GROUND
Shower tray in white tecnorill in custom sizes

3/

6/

9/

8/ MODA', WELL GLAM
Consolle
Marble or ceramic sink
mixer tap
VANITY wall mirror
PRET A PORTER storage cabinet with glass door
REPLICA wall mirror
Products available mat or glossy lacquered, or
finished with gols or silver plate

9/ MODULNOVA, PLANAR
Sink cabinet top in corian, available in custom
siezes, equipped with buit-in sink

AB/ 51

1/
1/ INGO MAURER,
ZETTEL'Z
Collection of suspension lamp

LI
/

LIGHTING

2/ ARTEMIDE,
TOLOMEO
Table lamp available
in different sizes and
finishes

3/ ARTEMIDE,
LOGICO
Suspension light with
glossy silk diffuser
2/
3/

5/

6/

4/
4/ CATELLANI & SMITH,
TORCIU'
Collection of ceiling
lamp with brass or
aluminium finished
branches

IL/ 52

5/ CATELLANI & SMITH,
MACCHINA DELLA LUCE
Collection of
suspension lamps
with golden, silver
or white painted
plates

6/ ARTEMIDE,
MERCURY
Suspension lamp
with aluminium
structure and
chrome plated
diffuser

10/ KARTELL,
GE'
Suspension lamp with
plissé diffuser

7/ FONTANA ARTE,
0024
Suspension lamp

9/ KARTELL,
CINDY
Collection of table lamps
available finished with
metalized colours

7/
10/
8/

9/

11/ KARTELL, FL/Y
Suspesnion metacrylate
lamp

11/

12/

12/ ARTEMIDE,
DORIDE
Floor lamp available
white or black finished

13/

17/

14/

15/

8/ FONTANA ARTE,
3247TA
Table lampa available
with white or red glass
diffuser

13/ ARTEMIDE,
COSMIC ANGEL
Suspension lamp with
aluminium structure
and chrome plated
diffuser

14/ ARTEMIDE,
CADMO
Floor lamp available
finished white, black or
red

16/

18/
15/ ARTEMIDE,
COSMIC LEAF
Ceiling lamp, halo or
metal halide version

16/ ARTEMIDE,
CASTORE
Collection of
suspension lamp
in halo or fluo
version
17/ FONTANA ARTE,
FONTANA

20/

19/ ARTEMIDE,
DIOSCURI
Collection of table
lamps with white satin
glass diffuser
19/

18/ CATTELAN,
SIPARIO

20/PENTA,
Collection of floor and
table lights with metal
and blown glass
structure
IL/ 53

1/ TREPIU',
Full height panels in
teak or oak wood
finished light, brown or
grey or available in
larch lacquered.
Matchable with Planus
doors system
1/
3/

3/

2/ TREPIU',
PAVILLON MINIMAL
Sliding panels with
aluminium frame
finished in different
metal colours

2/

3/ RIMADESIO,
VELARIA
Sliding or fixed panels
system. Aluminium
frame covered with
wood, with transparent
glass mirrored or mat
and glossy lacquered

3/

DO
/

DOORS.

4/

4/ TRE-P,
PLANAR SCULTURA
Flapping or sliding door
finished canaletto
walnut, wengé or
lacquered

PO/ 54

5/

7/

5/ RIMADESIO,
LINK
System of flapping or sliding
doors with slim assembly
available and with magnetic
closing system. Aluminium
frame polished or lacquered ,
glasses mat or glossy lacquered
or mirrored

6/

6/ SIPARIUM
System of flapping or sliding
doors with slim assembly.
Aluminium frame polished or
lacquered or wood finished,
glasses mat or glossy lacquered
or mirrored

8/

7/ TRE-P,
POLIS
System of flapping or sliding doors.
Available finished in wood, lacquered
or thick leather upholstered

8/ TRE-P,
RADAR
System of flapping or sliding
doors with smooth panels
available finished lacquered or
open pore wooden

8/

8/

9/ RIMADESIO,
MOON
System of flapping or sliding
doors with aluminium frame
available finished lacquered mat
milk white and with glasses
lacquered or mirrored or reflex
10/11/ AURA
Bidiretional flapping door or
sliding available with magnetic
closing system. Aluminium
frame, glasses available finished
lacquered, reflex or mirrored

9/

10/

11/

7/

PO/ 55

1/

3/
6/
2/
4/

OD
/

OUTDOORDECORATION

1/ TAO, PATIO
Aluminium or anodized
structure. Powered with
remote contorller and
wind sensor; standard
fabric or anti-UV.
LED lighting, heating or
cooling system

8/

5/
7/

9/

2/ TAO
Outdoor kitchen with
thermolacquered
aluminium structure .
Top in coloured corian,
smoot or grill plates

3/ CORO, SG
Collection of stackable
chairs in PVC
Collection of small tables
with rigid polyurethane
top
Beach umbrella square
in fabric

4/ GERVASONI, INOUT 882
Adjustable pool cot with
castors in braided PVC
5/ SERRALUNGA, GIULIETTA
Polyethylene sofa
available in mat or glossy
lacquered colours
VAS-ONE
Outdoor pot with built-in
lights

AE/ 56

10/
6/ PAOLA LENTI, WAVE
Chaise longue with
adjustable backrest and
rope cover
7/ MAGIS, FLOWER
Polycarbonate small
armchair with polyurethane
cushion upholstered with
fabri cor leather
8/ PAOLA LENTI, FRAME
Modular structure for
armchairs, chairs, benches
and small tables

9/ GERVASONI, INOUT 101/108
Collection of armchairs and
poufs in white polyethylene
with built-in lighting system
10/ GERVASONI, INOUT 938
Table with ash slatted top
Stackable chair in braided
PVC

11/ SERRALUNGA, POTS
Collection or polyethylene
pots available finished in
different colours

11/

1/ USM, HALLER
Haller units system takes its
origins from the architecture. More
than 40 years ago the engineer
Paul Schärer and architect Fritz
Hallerwere elaborating an units
system that, starting from
architectural structures,
matches together elegance and
tehnical perfection. Nowadays it
is known as a classic of design,
rapresented at MoMa

2/ RIMADESIO, FLAT
Table with titanium or
black or snow white
finished aluminium
structure. Top in mat or
glossy lacquered glass or
in white Carrara marble

3/ MAGIS, 360° CONTAINER
Chest of drawers with
castors in polished ASB

4/ FANTONI, MULTIPLI CEO
Modular system of storage
boxes, desk, chest of drawers
and tables

/

OD

1/

2/

OFFICEDECORATION

5/ FIAM, RAY
Extensible table with glass top
and main supporting beam in
aluminium, available in fixed
version too

6/ FIAM, GRAPH
Desk/table with top and base in
curved transparent glass

1/

7/ PORADA, MIYABI
Table/consolle in oak or
canaletto walnut

8/ LUXY, WING
Ergonomyc armchair
with adjustable
backrest, upholstered
in fireproof fabric too

9/ CATTELAN, TECH
Table with aluminium structure,
top in white or black finished
laminate or glass

AU/ 57

1/ CATTELAN, PINO
Wall coat hanger available
chrome or wwhite aor black
painted

2/ PORADA, DOUBLE
Wall coat hanger

3/ HORM, MAMANONMAMA

S

4/ MAGIS, CU CLOCK
Cuckoo clock in ABS

Collection of modular mirrors in
willow wood

5/ MODA', NARCISSE
Collection of mirrors with mat
lacquered frame

10/

6/ PORADA,FRASCA/LOTUS
Collection of adjustable mirrors
available in mini version too

7/
7/ EGIZIA, LACE
Collection of flower
holder pots decorated
with silver plate

8/ EGIZIA, DOTTI
Collection of
mono-flower pots

9/ KARTELL, FRONT PAGE

10/ CATTELAN, DEVIL

Magazine rack in
polycarbonate

Fireplace equipments
holder in thick leather
with 4 pcs set included

9/

EM/ 58

12/ PORADA, WILLK
Wall coat hanger with
hook
11/ MAGIS, CAPPUCCINO
Bed tray

13/ DANESE, MENDIP
Desk plate black or red
12/

13/
14/ CATTELAN, DROP
Wall bookcase/bottles
rack

11/

15/PORADA, KIKO
Pouf in curved plywood

16/ SERRALUNGA,
PLOMB
Umbrella stand

18/ MAGIS, GARAGE
Modular shoe rack

14/

19/ PORADA, POUF 45/90
Collection of poufs upholstered
with removable fabric or horse
leather

17/ CATTELAN, TOM/JERRY
Firewood holder / magazine
rak in thick leather
20/

20/ CATTELAN, MOJITO
Kitchen trolley with
tray. Steel structure
and optional wooden
topo

21/ MAGIS, MAGO'
Polypropylene broom available
finished in different colours

21/

22/ MAGIS, FLO'
Folding step with aluminium
frame
22/
23/

23/ MAGIS, DOG HOUSE
Dog’s bed with plate,
small stairs and feet

EM/ 59

1/ DIBBERN,
GOLD LINE
Dish set in
Bavarian
porcelain, 6 pcs

1/

2/

2/ ALESSI,
KU
Porcelain dish
set, 6 pcs
3/ EGIZIA,
PERCHENO'
Menage with
wooden base

3/

4/

4/ DIBBERN,
BLACK FOREST
6 pcs dish set in
Bavarian
porcelain
5/
5/ SERAFINO ZANI,
OLYMPIA
Inox steel pot

6/

SERAFINO ZANI,
5 STELLE
Cheese knives
set
6/ DIBBERN,
THE ROYAL BLUE
6 pcs dishes set in
Bavarian porcelain
with platinum edge

7/
9/

11/
13/ ALESSI,
POTS&PANS
Inox steel pots set

7/ EGIZIA,
PERCHENO'
Spice jars
collection
8/ ALESSI,
CACCIA
6 pcs steel
cutlery set

10/

8/

9/ SIEGER,
MY CHINA!
Collection of
fine porcelain
dishes hand
decorated

15/ DIBBERN,
SOLID COLOR
Collection of Bavarian
porcelain dishes with
edge coloured in 37
different colours

EM/ 60

10/ SIEGER,
MY CHINA!
6 pcs set of fine
porcelain dishes
hand decorated

11/ CALECA,
BLUEMOON
6 pcs set of ceramic
hand decorated

12/ DIBBERN,
AMERICANO
8 pcs set of hand
decorated crystal
glasses

12/
16/

17/

14/ SERAFINO ZANI,
KAREN
Fondue set

16/ ALESSI,
OTTOGONALE
Steel coffeepot, teapot,
tray and sugar bowl set
17/ ALESSI,
LA CONICA
Collection of steel
coffeepots

1/ TAO,
MANTOROLL
Roll curtains system with
optional sliding panels
covered with fabric

2/ DEDAR,
ZEPHIR
Strips in 100% linen fabric
painted in 12 different
colours

4/ FISCHBACHER,
SIPARIO
100% linen shade fabric

3/ DEDAR,
SOLEIL QUI BRILLE
100% silk fabric with 5
colours printings

5/ FISCHBACHER,
GOLD STRIPES
100% polyester fabrics
in 4 different colours
stripes
6/
8/ TAO,
DINAMICA
Wall curtain rods system
made in Du Pont corian

7/ DEDAR,
BRIO
Wallpapers rolls
h. 10 mt

9/ PAOLA LENTI
Outdoor or indoor rugs
in different materials,
available in custom
sizes
EM/ 61

6/ TAO,
MANTOROLL DUO
Roll curtain system with
manual or powered
opening system

Sixtyfour pages
to renew the invitation to come in Ciat House

BEDROOMS
DECORATION

Sixtyfour pages
To open the door of every room and space:
kitchen, living room, bedroom, bathroom...
Calssical, modern, ethnic. You house is here
Now you can get in

Relationships with CIAT do not end after the
selling process is completed, but they go
beyond, including the delivery and assembly
services, to ensure the high quality standard.
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DECORATION
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GROUNDFLOOR

TECHNICAL
LIGHTING

ELEVATOR

CIAT offers a specific and free helping service
for every need.
Our staff is highly qualified, made of architects
and decorators, and it is prepared to answer to
every kind of question, from the simple project
of a single space to the project of entire
houses, shops, offices, hotels and more.
This service includes and assumes other
services such as measuring, feasibility study
and costs estimation in order to give to the
customer a complete and clear plan
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DOORS
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REFRESHMENT
TOILETTES
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EMPORIUM

AN ORDINARY SPACE
AN ORDINARY OBJECT
FOR ANY IDEA YOU HAVE IN YOUR HEAD,
ALWAYS LOOK AROUND YOU
“FROM THE SPOON TO THE CITY”

DESIGN IS ACCESSIBLE

ACRO
ALESSI
ALIAS
ANNIBALE COLOMBO
ARTEMIDE
B&B ITALIA
BAGA
BAGGIO ANNICO
BAROVIER & TOSO
BI HOME
BOFFI BAGNI
BOFFI CUCINE
BONALDO
BONTEMPI
BORGHI
BRUNO ZAMPA
BUBOLA E NAIBO
BUSATTO
CALCUCINE BAGNI
CAMPEGGI
CAPO D'OPERA
CAPPELLINI
CAPPELLINI ANGELO
CASA MILANO
CASSINA
CATELLANI & SMITH
CATTELAN
CHRISTIAN FISCHBACHER
CIGIERRE
CORO
DANESE
DE BAGGIS
DEDAR
DESIGNERS GUILD
DIBBERN
DOIMO CITY LINE
DOIMO OFFICE
DRIADE
EGIZIA
ESSENCE WOOD
EUROCUADRO
FAMILY BEDDING
FANTONI
FIAM
FLEXFORM
FLEXTEAM
FLOS
FLOU
FONTANA ARTE
FOSCARINI
GERVASONI
GLAS ITALIA
GRAEPEL
GRANDE ARREDO
GRANGE
GRIFONI
HALIFAX TISETTANTA
HORM
HOULES
IITTALA
IL PARALUME MARINA
INGO MAURER
IOC
ITALCOMMA
KARTELL

KITCHEN AID
KNOLL
KREON
KRISTALIA
LA FALEGNAMI
LAGO
LEMA
LONGHI
L'ORIGINE
LUXY ITALIA
MAGIS
MAXALTO
MDF
MIKASA
MINOTTI
MINOTTI ITALIA
MOBILNUOVA
MODÀ
MODULNOVA
MODULNOVA BAGNI
MOOD
MOVI
NEMO
NORMANN COPENHAGEN
PAOLA LENTI
PENTA
PLANIKA
POLIFORM
POLTRONA FRAU
PORADA
PRESTIGE
REFLEX
RHO ARMANDO
RIEDEL
RIMADESIO
ROYAL BOTANIA
RUGIANO
SAHCO HESSLEIN
SCAVOLINI
SERAFINO ZANI
SERRALUNGA
SIEGER
SITAP
SOLDI DESIGN
TAO
TERZANI
THONET
TOM DIXON
TRE P
TRE PIÙ
TRIMM COPENHAGEN
TUMIDEI
USM
VALCUCINE
VARASCHIN
VARASCHIN
VARENNA
VENINI
VIABIZZUNO
VIGANO & CO
VILLE VENETE
ZAFFERANO
ZANOTTA
ZAPPALORTO

PH +39 081 8196 364
FAX +39 081 8196 285

info@ciatdesign.com

www.ciatdesign.com

high quality pure convenience

